Swift™ FX
NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM
Simple top buckle
has clearly marked notches
for easy adjustment

Less mask. More you.
• Minimal design reinforces sense of
freedom
• Unprecedented softness, simplicity
and stability

Soft silicone headgear
embraces the face
gently and needs minimal
adjustment—default
setting fits most users

• Flexible, fluid form follows facial
contours and user movements
• Promotes early therapy acceptance
• Intuitive, virtually instant fitting
• Stable performance, even at
high pressures

Low-profile backstrap
with Velcro fasteners
offers easy,
fine adjustments

Dual-wall nasal pillows
seal on contact for a gentle,
comfortable seal, offer a wide
fit range and disperse air
gently to the nose
Soft, narrow cushion with
integrated flexible chamber
makes side sleeping
comfortable and helps
maintain seal during
movement
Soft wraps
enhance comfort at the cheeks
Ultra-smooth 360° rotating elbow
rotates with easy, fluid movement
for flexibility in tube positions
Quiet vents
diffuse and direct airflow
quietly away from the user
and bed partner
Spring-flex lightweight tube
stretches and bends uniquely
for increased stability without
the use of a tube retainer

Size and name indicators
make it easy to identify the size as
well as the correct orientation of the mask
“Lock and key”
for easy attachment and
detachment of side straps

Flexible pillows with trampoline action
accommodate movement in multiple
directions while maintaining seal

MASK HIGHLIGHT
Comfort all around
• With minimal facial contact and unobtrusive design, the
Swift FX makes therapy less intimidating and easier to
accept at an early stage.
• From the tip of the nasal pillows to the soft and secure
sides, from the comforting soft wraps to
the smooth backstrap … the Swift FX is so light and
gentle, patients will forget it’s there.
• The snug headgear straps do the work of maintaining
seal, so the fit feels loose and there’s no need to overtighten the headgear.

USER BENEFITS

PROFESSIONAL BENEFITS

Soft comfort, stable performance

Intuitive, almost instant fit

• The soft design of the entire system
enhances comfort.
• Dual-wall pillows and flexible cushion base
maintain seal while adapting to movement.
• The flexible, lightweight tubing reduces pull
on the mask and enhances stability.
Patients may even forget it’s there

• Saves valuable time for clinicians and sleep
professionals. Once the right pillow size is
selected, adjustment is minimal.
Stable seal at high pressures
• Uniquely designed, the system stays in place
and maintains seal effectively, even at high
treatment pressures.*

• Minimal design reinforces the sense of
freedom—it’s as much to do with how
the user feels as with how the mask looks
on their face.

Easier therapy acceptance by patients
• Designed for instant appeal, the Swift FX is
a non-intimidating mask, facilitating early
acceptance of therapy.

Product codes

Choice of sleeping positions

Reduced inventory, wide (>95%) fit range**

Americas

• Swift FX users can sleep on their side
or their back, positioning the tube
as desired.

• Packed with three pillow sizes to suit most
users, reducing inventory.
• An Extra Small size is also available.

Quiet performance for quiet sleep

Easy product handling

• Innovative vent design delivers
super-quiet mask performance—
and gently disperses air away from patient
and bed partner.

• With very few parts, the Swift FX is easy
to clean and assemble.
Convenient to recommend or prescribe
• User guide and online support facilitate
training for users and staff.

* Tested up to 20 cm H2O in clinical trials
** Based on ResMed’s market research

Swift FX Nasal Pillows System
61500

Swift™ FX
NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM

Components Card
Complete system
61500 (includes Small (S), Medium (M)
  and Large (L) pillows*)

Frame system
(no headgear)

XS* 61510
S 61511
M 61512
L 61513

Headgear assembly
(headgear, backstrap)
61529

Short tube assembly
(short tube, elbow and swivel)
61528 (1)
61527 (10)

Pillows

Soft wraps

XS*
S
M
L

61530 (2)

61520
61521
61522
61523

* Extra Small (XS) pillows are available separately

Swift™ FX
NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM

Fitting Guide

1
• Holding the pillows at your nose,

• Adjust the backstrap to fine-tune

• Adjust the top strap first.

pull the headgear over your head.

the fitting if necessary.

• Pull the strap through the buckle
one notch at a time.

• Headgear should sit midway
between the ears and eyes.

3

2
• Do not over-tighten.

• Do not over-tighten.

4

• The backstrap can be positioned
over or under the hair.

5

• Swift FX pillows are designed to
provide a natural fit.

• Connect the Swift FX short tube
to the device air tubing.

• Minor adjustment can help position
the pillows at the most comfortable
angle in the nose.

• Swift FX is now fitted and ready
for use.

T
I
P
• With the device turned on, check
that the nasal pillows are properly
inflated. To do this, pull the nasal
pillows away from the face and
cheek, make sure they are inflated
and reposition them in the nose.

OPTIONAL SOFT WRAPS
• Wrap each of the
soft wraps around
either side of the
headgear, folding
the top fastener
over the lower one.

• The soft wraps
should be positioned
on the cheeks, with
the fasteners on the
outside.

Note: For additional information, refer to the Swift FX Nasal Pillows System User Guide.
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